


Advertising shouldn’t be a blind taste test…In the world of Segmented Data that is exactly what you are getting.  
Predetermined user pools based on generalizations.  In other words it is a bag a skittles but you have know idea what 
colors are in there. At FDS we don’t think you should have to trust the contents that is inside that bag of skittles.  You only 
want to target Yellow?  Purple?  Well we rip open the bag and give you a clear view of the user data so that you can pick 
and choose.  The choice is clear… 
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Let’s say you are heading off to spring break.  You and your family are heading to Disney World but you haven’t decided 
yet if you are going to do a cruise or just drive and stay at the parks.    Your best friend is going with her family to Mexico 
and your sister and her husband are going skiing in Colorado.  All 3 of you have shown some type of “travel behavior”.  

In the world of a segmented audience or “structured data” you all would not be what is called an “travel intender”.  
However the advertiser that wants to target you is a travel agency promoting a Disney cruise.  Now if this business owner 
was to buy a segmented audience to promote this cruise they would reach all 3 of the consumers showing a travel 
interest, but you would really be the only person out of those 3 that wants to know more about that cruise.

Think of this as a bag of skittles…the bag consists of many consumers that are all showing travel behavior.  So there is 
good data with bad in the bag.  But what if you could rip the bag open and just pull out the skittles for those traveling to 
Florida to Disney or have researched Disney Cruises?  Let’s say those are the yellow skittles?  Wouldn’t there be value to 
you to ONLY target the yellow skittles and not waste those impressions on the purple ones of the couple going skiing in 
Colorado?  

Travel Audience Story:  
Segmented Data VS Unstructured Data – The FDS Difference
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The FDS 
Difference

SEGMENTED DATA vs UNSTRUCTURED DATA
In display & video campaigns most of the ads being delivered to 
consumers are targeted using what is called segmented data.  This 
is basically data that making general assumptions of your behavior 
and throwing it all into one big targeted group.   For instance if you 
are traveling to Disney and do searches, you are in the same group 
as someone traveling to Mexico for spring break, even though they 
are in 2 different countries.   At FDS we prefer to have more 1 on 1 
conversations and know EXACTLY who your audience is.  This is 
called UNSTRUCTURED DATA.  

What is the benefit of Unstructured Data 
or “Ripping the Skittle Bag Open”?

• Actual behavior of audience is known.

• Data recency is every 30 days

• Better quality data.

• Element-level optimization available

• Dynamic audience.

THE SKITTLE ANALOGY
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FRIDAYS WITH FROST: BREAKING DOWN UNSTRUCTURED DATA
Simpli.fi is unique among programmatic marketing platforms because it is able to leverage unstructured data. Simpli.fi CEO, Frost Prioleau, 
tells us what that is and why it matters in this week’s edition of Fridays with Frost.

What exactly is unstructured data?

Unstructured data is data in its raw form, before it is packaged up into segments or tagged with a label.

It’s estimated that 80-85% of data is unstructured data. The keywords we search for, the web pages we look at,
the e-mails we write, the videos we watch —all of that is classified as unstructured data. That’s a lot of highly detailed raw data that the early RTB platforms weren’t designed 
to handle.

If unstructured data works so well, why aren’t all the programmatic platforms doing it?

Well, it’s not easy. Bidding, reporting, and optimizing using unstructured data requires a platform that is built to a completely different scale than the programmatic platforms 
built to handle traditional audience segments.

For example, I was talking to one of the major trading desks the other day, and when they run campaigns on programmatic platforms that use traditional segments, they 
typically only target 8 to 10 audience segments in any one campaign, and within those audience segments there is no breakdown on recency.

By contrast, on a campaign using unstructured data, we typically use 1000 to 10,000 unstructured data elements, which is 100X to 1,000X the 10 segments referenced 
above. In addition, for each data element, we enable targeting to 10 different recency settings. So, our platform is targeting to 1,000X to 10,000X the audience data that is 
used by a typical segment based platform.
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Now that’s some big data. Where do you put that much data?

If it were just a matter of storing this data somewhere on a hard drive or in the cloud, that wouldn’t be that big of a deal.

However, to accurately bid and optimize using 1,000x to 10,000x more data in the precious few milliseconds allowed by real time bidding requires a 
very specialized system. Likewise, to deliver a full range of reports on 1,000x to 10,000x more data also requires a reporting engine that specifically 
built to handle that scale.

We designed and developed our system from scratch specifically for unstructured data—so that’s why we are able to deliver targeting, optimization and 
reporting options other programmatic platforms can’t.

Does unstructured data really deliver?

We see results every day that tells us that it does. And not only that, clients love the additional insights that they gain from seeing exactly what is driving 
campaign performance. It’s real intelligence they can use to make real-time decisions that optimize their media spend. It’s complicated for us, but it 
actually makes our clients’ jobs a lot simpler.


